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hey, go-getter!

YOU ARE EXACTLY WHERE YOU NEED TO BE.

This workbook is designed to help you define your own unique 
brand and a strategy for bringing it to life, with ease and 
clarity. In moments when you aren’t sure which path to take, 
your brand will be your North Star – giving you clarity and 
vision in the darkness.
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If you still need to name your business (or a blog or 
product), use the workbook to streamline the process 
and quickly find that perfect name!

NAMING YOUR BIZ (OR BLOG) WORKBOOK

CURRENT SITUATION

DESIRED OUTCOME

G R A B  I T

Setting intentions
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A great brand strategy starts with defining where you are, and where you want to go! 

How is your brand perceived in the market right now? Is it well recognized, or 
overlooked? How do people think and feel about your brand? 

Now, how do you want people to think and feel about your brand? What reputation 
do you want? How do you want people to talk about you?



Your Brand Foundations are the core of your brand. They are what 
makes your brand matter and what makes it special! We’ll develop 
your foundations by examining:

• Purpose
• Vision
• Unique Value Proposition
• Ethos
• Core Values

Brand Foundations / DNA
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Every great brand starts with “why.” This is the purpose for the business to exist and the reason 
it operates every day.

These core statements define the foundations of the brand and what it stands for.

This is the vision for a better world that we and our customers both believe in. It’s the future we 
want to help create, that attracts likeminded people to our tribe.

Brand Foundations / DNA
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P U R P O S E

V I S I O N

U N I Q U E  VA L U E  P R O P O S I T I O N
This is the specific, unique value we deliver to improve people’s lives. 

This is the fundamental spirit and core philosophy behind the business.
E T H O S

These are the principles that define how we do business. They inform the behaviors we want 
to cultivate on our team.

C O R E  VA L U E S
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What problem are you solving for people?

Who has this problem?

How does it make people feel?

How do they want to feel instead?

How will your business help them solve this problem and feel this way?

The Market Research workbook includes even more questions 
to help you analyze your market, your target audience, your 
competition, and opportunities to differentiate your business. 

It’s free in the Resource Library!

DIVE DEEPER INTO MARKET RESEARCH

TARGET MARKET SUMMARY

G R A B  I T

Needs-based Target Market

the no-stress

workbook

MARKET
RESEARCH
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Where is your marketplace? Is it local or global? Online?

How crowded / competitive is your marketplace?

Who are your three main competitors?

B U S I N E S S  N A M E K E Y  S T R E N G T H

How does your pricing compare to that of your competition?

MARKET LANDSCAPE SUMMARY

low medium high

Market Landscape
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Defining your ideal customer will help you craft an experience that makes the right 
people say, “This was made for me!” It helps you focus and create content that feels 
personal and tailor-made for your ideal customer.

Age:

Gender:

Marital status:

Children:

Occupation:

Income:

What is this person like? Introverted or extroverted? Analytical or intuitive?

What are their hobbies and passions?

What do they like to wear? What’s their style/aesthetic?

Ideal Customer

What are their biggest goals, dreams, and aspirations?



What is their greatest challenge, worry, or frustration? What keeps them up at night?

Who does your ideal customer want to be? How can you help them become that person?
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Give your ideal customer a name!*

Find a photo that represents your ideal customer. Save the URL here!*

*Naming your ideal customer and picking a photo to represent them helps to make this person 
real in your mind. When you’re creating new content or making decision, you can ask yourself, 
“Would Jane like this? Does she need this?” and use the answer to guide your path.

Your Ideal Customer



Brand Pillars

Brand Pillars are the differentiators, key features, and benefits 
that make people ultimately choose you over the competition.

To choose your Brand Pillars, first identify the main features and 
benefits of your service or product. Then decide which ones are 
most important.
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// STEP 1:  LIST BENEFITSBrand Pillars
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When you make a purchase decision, you may be swayed by a functional benefit 
(e.g., this mattress gets the best comfort reviews and has cooling technology). This 
is a benefit you can actually measure or verify.

Or you may be motivated by an emotional benefit (e.g., buying this mattress will 
make me feel like I’m treating myself). This is a positive emotional feeling associated 
with a product.

Both are valid; both are powerful.

What are the functional benefits?

What are the emotional benefits?

In defining emotional benefits, consider Maslow’s 
Hierarchy of Needs. The strongest brands fulfill 
some higher need of human pyschology. They may 
make people feel a sense of belonging, like they’re 
part of a tribe. They may help people feel good 
about themselves and esteemed in their community. 
Or they may help them feel like they are improving 
themselves, realizing their potential, or building a 
better future for themselves and their loved ones. 

Self-actualization

Esteem

Belonging

Safety

Physiological



// STEP 2: PRIORITIZE BENEFITS

Read back through the functional and emotional benefits on the previous page, 
and circle the ones that are most critical to differentiating your brand from other 
brands.

B E N E F I T

F U N C T I O N A L

F U N C T I O N A L

F U N C T I O N A L

F U N C T I O N A L

F U N C T I O N A L

E M O T I O N A L

E M O T I O N A L

E M O T I O N A L

E M O T I O N A L

E M O T I O N A L

Brand Pillars
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Your Brand Promise is the core value you promise to deliver. It’s the one thing you 
want people to know they will get when they choose your business.

When you deliver on your Brand Promise, you build “mindshare” - that is, when 
someone thinks about X product or benefit, they think of your business. 

For example:
Southwest Airlines promises low fares and a pleasant passenger experience. 
Southwest consistently delivers on its promise. Now, when people want a low 
fare and a pleasant passenger experience, they think of Southwest.

Your Brand Promise should be a short, snappy phrase, seven words or less.

Brand Promise

BRAND PROMISE
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Positioning / Your “Only-ness” Statement
Positioning is defining the unique position you want to occupy in the marketplace and 
in the minds of your audience. It’s not not enough to say you want to be number one 
in your market - you need to be able to articulate why people should chose you over 
your competitors, and why your biz is relevant to today’s market. Your Positioning 
Statement should guide and inform every action in your business - your visual identity, 
marketing strategy, and long-term business decisions. 

The only

We are the only

that

that

for

in

who

during

type of business

differentiator

market segment

market geography

customer need statement

underlying trend

W H A T  I S  O U R  P O S I T I O N  I N  T H E  M A R K E T ?

T H E  S H O R T  +  S W E E T  V E R S I O N



Brand Personality

Brand personality is a set of human characteristics people 
associate with your brand. It makes your brand relatable and 
human.  

Brand personality shines through in your brand’s written tone and 
word choices, its visual identity, and its actions.

Just like your own personality is a reflection of who you are deep 
down as a person, your brand personality should reflect the core 
of your brand and what it stands for. 

Taking time to define a clear brand personality will make it easier 
to craft on-brand content and a memorable brand experience.

16
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Brand Personality

If your brand were a person, what would be its tone of voice?

How do you want your brand to make people feel?

Describe what your brand might look like as a person.

EXAMPLES:

If your brand and your ideal customer met for coffee, what would they talk about?

Choose 4–5 distinct adjectives that best describe your brand’s personality (avoid 
picking two words with similar meanings, like “clean” and “minimalist”).

friendly
sophisticated
strong
sleek

feminine
masculine
quirky
curious

quiet
artistic
no-nonsense

unstoppable
calm
supportive
competitive
playfulseriouscreative

informal
loud



Brand Strategy

Now that you have a clear vision and desired position for your 
brand, how are you going to make it happen?

Your Brand Strategy is simply how you are going to claim your 
desired position and build your brand.

You don’t have to do everything at once, but laying out a simple 
strategy can give you new clarity about how you’ll bring your 
brand to life in the world!
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Sample Brand Strategy Outline

Create a memorable visual identity 
that reflects the brand position 
and captures the attention of our 
audience.

Reinforce our brand through every 
touchpoint and part of the client 
experience.

Create content that shares our vision 
with the world and serves our target 
market.

Live out our brand and create a strong 
culture inspired by our vision, and 
aligned with our core values. 

Conduct business in alignment with 
our core values.

V I S UA L  
I D E N T I T Y

C O N T E N T  
ST R AT EGY

C O M PA N Y  
C U LT U R E

B R A N D  
ST R AT EGY

B U S I N E S S  
P R AC T I C E S

C L I E N T  
E X P E R I E N C E

19
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3

4
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Brand Strategy Summary

H O W  W I L L  W E  C L A I M  O U R  D E S I R E D  P O S I T I O N ?
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Your brand identity needs to communicate a lot about your business in a 
single glance, through cues that catch the eye of your target audience and 
reflect what you’re all about.

Your logo, colors, patterns, layouts, and every other visual element all work 
together to represent your brand in the world.

About your Brand Identity
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Your logo is the centerpiece of your brand identity, and it should reflect 
your Brand Promise and Personality. It is the symbol for your business in 
people’s minds, so make sure it’s simple, memorable, expertly designed, 
and versatile.

Color psychology is a powerful way to communicate your Brand 
Personality. Certain colors have strong associations and emotional 
impacts. Remember that colors are most potent in high doses, so don’t 
diluate their impact by choosing too many. 

The typefaces (or fonts) you choose should align with your Brand 
Personality and Pillars, and be easy to access and use. Your designer may 
recommend two or even three typefaces for your brand, depending on 
your Brand Strategy.

Patterns (and also textures) attract the human eye through repetition and 
contrast. Patterns that mirror your Brand Personality should be so unique 
that your audience recognizes it as belonging to your brand, even if the 
logo is nowhere in sight. 

Graphics like web buttons, banners, icons, and other elements can 
have the same impact as patterns, but they use the power of symbol to 
communicate. 

The photos you use in communications should follow set image guidelines 
aligned with your Brand Personality. These may prescribe content, camera 
angle, camera effects (e.g., shallow depth of field), layout (e.g., horizon 
visible in every photo), ratio of white space, or other characteristics. 

Layout is one of the first things we register when we look at any 
communications. The amount of white space, the orientation of the 
page or graphic, the organization and placement of text, and other 
considerations play into having a consistent layout approach.

COLORS

PATTERNS

TYP OGRAPHY

GRAPHICS

PHOTOS

LAYOUTS

LOGO

Brand Identity
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CHECK THE LIBRARY FOR MORE FREE RESOURCES. 

MORE ARE ADDED EACH WEEK!

More free help with building your brand

http://www.hellohappen.com/free-stuff


Every decision you make is an opportunity to reinforce your position. You’ll need 
to decide which levers you will use to do that. These may include any or all of the 
following:

• The way you choose to interact with customers.
• The experience you build for website visitors.
• The messages you choose to communicate.
• The words you choose.
• The platforms you use to communicate.
• The company culture you develop.
• The people you choose to hire.
• The way you treat employees.
• The causes you choose to support.
• Where you stand on social issues.
• And more!

More on Building a Brand
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A boutique design studio devoted 
to helping new and emerging 
brands look their best.

HelloHappen helps entrepreneurs take their 
businesses to the next level, with purposeful 
and irresistible branding. 

We pair branding and social marketing 
principles with fresh, intuitive design to help 
awesome new companies embrace and show 
off their awesomeness.

h e l l o

design studio
H A P P E N

http://www.hellohappen.com
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